Anticyclonic atmospheric circulation as an analogue for the warm and dry mid-Holocene summer climate in central Scandinavia
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Abstract. Climate reconstructions from central Scandinavia suggest that annual and summer temperatures were rising during the early Holocene and reached their maximum after 8000 cal yr BP. The period with highest temperatures was characterized by increasingly low lake-levels and dry climate, with driest and warmest conditions at about 7000 to 5000 cal yr BP. We compare the reconstructed climate pattern with simulations of a climate model for the last 9000 years and show that the model, which is predominantly driven by solar insolation patterns, suggests less prominent mid-Holocene dry and warm period in Scandinavia than the reconstructions. As an additional explanation for the reconstructed climate, we argue that the trend from the moist early Holocene towards dry and warm mid-Holocene was caused by a changing atmospheric circulation pattern with a mid-Holocene dominance of summer-time anticyclonic circulation. An extreme case of the anticyclonic conditions is the persistent blocking high, an atmospheric pressure pattern that at present often causes long spells of particularly dry and warm summer weather, or “Indian summers”. The argument is tested with daily instrumental temperature and precipitation records in central Sweden and an objective circulation classification based on surface air pressure over the period 1900–2002. We conclude that the differences between the precipitation and temperature climates under anticyclonic and non-anticyclonic conditions are significant. Further, warm and dry combination, as indicated by mid-Holocene reconstructions, is a typical pattern under anticyclonic conditions. These results indicate that the presented hypothesis for the mid-Holocene climate is likely valid.

1 Introduction

It is well established that atmospheric circulation plays an important role in shaping the regional climate and influencing the marked intra-seasonal climatic variability over Scandinavia (e.g. Busuioc et al., 1999; Chen, 2000; Slonosky et al., 2000, 2001; Moberg and Jones, 2005; Achberger et al., 2007). Scandinavian summer climate is highly variable. It is often characterized by rainy and cloudy weather with daily maximum temperatures well below 20°C, but can quickly switch into warm and dry weather, which sometimes persists over several weeks or even a few months (Johannessen, 1970). Daily maximum temperatures above 30°C and low precipitation are associated with clear skies and stable lower part of the atmosphere with minimal horizontal exchange. This kind of weather is often termed an “Indian summer” and it can persist several weeks with major impact on, for example, ground-water level, hydrological conditions, plant growth, and agricultural productivity (Johannessen, 1970; Lupo et al., 1997). The occurrence of these contrasting weather types is associated with changing dominance of atmospheric circulation patterns over northern Europe. The moist summers with relatively low temperatures are caused predominantly by strong zonal air flow and intensive occurrence of cyclones transporting moist air from the North Atlantic (Chen and Hellström, 1999). In contrast, the long warm and dry spells are related to the development of stationary anticyclonic conditions over the north-European landmass (Johannessen, 1970). The extreme form of anticyclonic conditions is the atmospheric blocking, defined as a long-lived and recurrent high-pressure system within the latitude belt of baroclinic westerlies (Rimbu et al., 2007). Blockings are an inherent and frequent feature in the European climate system, and their occurrence and prolonged duration has a particularly strong influence on climate in northern and north-western Europe (Rimbu et al., 2007; Carril et al., 2008).
Qualitative and quantitative palaeoclimate reconstructions have shown that on longer time-scales the climate in central Scandinavia has been characterized by periods with distinct and coeval changes in temperature and humidity. The reconstructions of summer and annual mean temperatures show the gradual rise of temperature during the early to mid-Holocene, with temperature during the Holocene thermal maximum at about 8000–4000 cal yr BP about 1.5–2.5°C higher than the modern (1961–1990) values over large areas in central Scandinavia and the Baltic region (Seppä and Poska, 2004; Nesje et al., 2005; Seppä et al., 2005; Velle et al., 2005; Antonsson et al., 2006; Antonsson and Seppä, 2007), and the records which reflect effective precipitation have shown that the high summer temperatures were associated with low lake-levels and generally dry climatic conditions (Digerfeldt 1988; Almquist-Jacobson, 1995; Yu and Harrison, 1995; Vassiljev and Harrison, 1998; Hammarlund et al., 2003), possibly due to weaker zonal flow and higher summer evapotranspiration (Hammarlund et al., 2003; Seppä et al., 2005). Hence, in general the mid-Holocene summer climate shared the same principal features as the modern Indian summers in Scandinavia.

Unravelling the climatological processes that can explain the characteristics of the Holocene climate in northern Europe is a major palaeoclimatological challenge. One way to solve the problem is to amalgamate palaeoclimate records that reflect different climate parameters and provide thus a more holistic view on past climate patterns and subsystems (Seppä et al., 2005; Bakke et al., 2008). Here we focus on examining the patterns of the mid-Holocene warmth and dryness in central Sweden, based partly on new quantitative temperature reconstructions and partly on previously published records. In order to assess the climatological processes behind the reconstructed patterns, we compare the summarized palaeoclimatological picture with the trends of the solar insolation, the main external forcing factor, and the modelled climate. We aim to show that the climate simulations driven predominantly by solar insolation fail to explain the reconstructed mid-Holocene climate patterns. Instead, an analogue to the modern Indian summers may provide a clue to the problem: a potential solution can be obtained by interpreting the past climates in relation to the same atmospheric circulation patterns that cause the modern summers with particularly warm and dry weather. Thus, the working
hypothesis is that the relatively warm and dry summers are associated with higher than normal frequencies of anticyclonic synoptic situations.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Climate reconstructions and instrumental data

The palaeoclimatological synthesis of the mid-Holocene climate is based on a number of palaeoclimatological proxy records from central Sweden (Fig. 1). The annual mean temperature ($T_{ann}$) was reconstructed from pollen-stratigraphical data, based on a methodology described in Seppä and Birks (2001) and Seppä et al. (2004). The calibration model used for providing the records is designed for Scandinavia and comprises of 173 modern pollen samples (Seppä et al., 2004; Antonsson et al., 2006). Pollen-climate transfer functions were developed with weighted-averaging partial least squares regression (ter Braak and Juggins, 1993). The predictive ability of the model was tested by leave-one-out cross validation (ter Braak and Juggins, 1993). The root-mean-square error of prediction (RMSEP) is 0.95°C and the $R^2$ between the predicted and observed modern annual mean temperature is 0.88; these statistics indicate a good performance of the model as compared to corresponding calibration models (Seppä and Bennett, 2003; Birks and Seppä, 2004). In addition to the previously published records from Lake Gilltjärnen and Lake Trehörningen (Fig. 1), an unpublished $T_{ann}$ reconstruction is presented here from Lake Lilla Gloppsjön (Fig. 1), based on the unpublished pollen data by H. Almquist-Jacobson. A quantitative record of lake-level changes, indicative of effective precipitation, was obtained from Almquist-Jacobson (1995), based on the method developed by Digerfeldt (1988).

The modern climatological features of the study region were assessed on the basis of daily precipitation and temperature records in Falun (60°37′N, 15°37′E, 160 m a.s.l.) in central Sweden (Fig. 1) during years 1900 to 2002 (Table 1). To study the impact of the synoptic conditions on the temperature and precipitation on the daily scale during summer (June–August), the seasonal cycle needs to be removed. The daily means of the 103 year records on each calendar day were taken as the seasonal cycle and subtracted from the daily records to come up with the daily anomalies of temperature and precipitation on each summer day. To make the interpretation easier, the daily precipitation anomalies were normalized with respect to the seasonal cycle by dividing it with the long-term means of each respective day.

2.2 Atmospheric circulation classification

To test the hypothesis according to which the summer temperature and precipitation in the study region are controlled by atmospheric circulation patterns, a synoptic classification is needed to classify the daily synoptic conditions into two groups, an anticyclonic and a non-anticyclonic group. The Lamb-Jenkinson object classification for atmospheric circulation has been successfully applied in Scandinavia (Chen and Li, 2004; Linderholm et al., 2007) and was used in this study. The classification is based on the manual scheme developed by Lamb (1950) for the British Isles. This scheme was automated by Jenkinson and Collison (1977) by defining a number of indices indicating the geostrophic wind and vorticity.

The classification of daily circulation types was based on daily mean sea-level pressure (SLP) data from the EMULATE project (Ansell et al., 2006). As in Chen (2000) for years 1850–2003, SLP data at 16 grid points were used. The Lamb-Jenkinson system has 27 possible circulation types, including 10 primary types (anticyclonic (A), cyclonic (C), westerly (W), southerly (S), easterly (E), northerly (N), south-westerly (SW), south-easterly (SE), north-easterly (NE), north-westerly (NW), 16 hybrid types (anticyclone westerly (AW), cyclone westerly (CW) etc., and one unclassifiable group. In this study, A types and all the hybrid types associated with A were grouped together to represent the anticyclonic group, and the rest constitutes the non-anticyclonic group. Anticyclonic condition is characterized by a high pressure system centered either over the middle of the study area (A) or around it (AW, ASW, AS, ASE, AE, ANE, AN, ANW). For example, AW indicates that the study area is under the control of a high pressure system that is centered in south Sweden, causing a weakly westerly flow over the study area. When the centre of a high pressure system is located around the study area, the weather conditions are usually stable and the sky clear due to the weak gradient of the pressure and the descending flow (subsidence) in the central part of the high pressure. In summer, this type of weather is associated with warm and precipitation free (dry) conditions. At the same time, the non-anticyclonic group includes all the directional flows which show a consistent and relative strong pressure gradient and the cyclonic types. An important feature of the directional flows and C types is the unstable (fast moving systems) conditions and the ascending flow in the centre of a low pressure system. All these favour moisture transport, cloud formation and precipitation. Cloudy situation in summer also causes lower than normal day-time temperatures, which contribute to a lower daily mean temperature.

Table 1. Modern (1961–1990) climate characteristics at Falun meteorological station.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July mean temp</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summer (JJA) mean temp</td>
<td>15.1°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January mean temp</td>
<td>−7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winter (DJF) mean temp</td>
<td>−6.5°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annual mean temp</td>
<td>4.2°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summer ppt</td>
<td>71 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annual ppt</td>
<td>617 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Temperature records

The pollen-based quantitative annual mean temperature records from Lakes Lilla Gloppsjön, Gilltjärnen and Trehörningen in central Sweden indicate coherent trends (Fig. 2a). They show that the early-Holocene temperature was low but steadily rising until about 8000 to 7000 cal yr BP, when it rose to the maximum Holocene level. This period of highest temperatures lasted until about 4000 cal yr BP. As discussed by Antonsson et al. (2006), the pollen-based records in central Sweden do not provide a straightforward record of summer temperature because the distribution, population density, and pollen productivity of the plant species in the region do not depend solely on summer temperatures, but probably reflect more the predominant bioclimatic parameters such as the general temperatures during the growing season. However, these climatic parameters are highly correlated with the mean summer temperatures, and the records can therefore be viewed as predominantly reflecting the temperature trends during the summer-half of the year. This is supported by the chironomid-based July mean temperature ($T_{jul}$) reconstruction from Lake Gilltjärnen, showing a mid-Holocene peak consistently with the pollen records (Fig. 2a).

Further information about the seasonal features of past climates can be obtained by analysing the distribution and abundance changes of indicator plant taxa. One of the most conspicuous features in the vegetation history of central Scandinavia is the rise of the pollen percentages of *Tilia*, most likely *Tilia cordata*, the most common *Tilia* species in Scandinavia, at about 8000 to 7000 cal yr BP and the subsequent occurrence and sexual regeneration of the species up to about 200 km north of its modern northern continuous limit (Giesecke, 2005). The climatic requirements of *Tilia cordata* have been intensively studied. It is a species requiring high summer temperatures and somewhat dry conditions for establishment and growth (Hintikka, 1963; Prentice and Helmisaari, 1991; Skre, 1979; Pigott, 1981; Miller et al. 2008). In addition, it has a long lead root reaching deep in the soil, making it drought resistant, in contrast to *Ulmus* and *Corylus*, for example (Diekmann, 1996; Miller et al., 2008). The records show the rise of *Tilia* at 7500 to 6500 cal yr BP, followed by maximum values at 6000 cal yr BP, and a gradual decline toward the present (Fig. 3). Given its climatic requirements, the relatively short-lived occurrence of *Tilia* therefore provides further evidence for the reconstructed dry and warm mid-Holocene climate.
3.2 Moisture balance variability

The lake-level reconstructions are important for investigating past changes in hydrological balance, and, by inference, changes in past effective precipitation. The best regional Holocene moisture balance record from central Sweden is based on a lake-level reconstruction from Lake Ljustjärnen, a hydrologically closed kettle-hole lake on fluvioglacial terrain (Almqvist-Jacobson, 1995). This record shows that the early-Holocene was characterized by a high lake-level, followed by a rapid and pronounced fall starting at about 8000 cal yr BP and culminating at about 7000 to 6000 cal yr BP, with the Ljustjärnen water table falling about 4–5 m below the present level. This suggests a major mid-Holocene dry period consistently with the highest summer temperature. The dry period lasted until about 4000 cal yr BP and was followed by rising or steady lake level (Fig. 2b). This pattern is in general consistent with the $\delta^{18}O$-record obtained from lacustrine carbonate sediment from Lake Igeljsjön in central Sweden (Hammarlund et al., 2003; Seppä et al., 2005). The marked increase of the $\delta^{18}O$-values at 8000–4000 cal yr BP probably resulted from higher evaporation and lower water volume in the basin, leading to elevated $\delta^{18}O$-values in relation to early and late-Holocene values (Fig. 2b). However, it is likely that the higher mid-Holocene $\delta^{18}O$-values partly reflect weaker transport of moist, $^{18}O$-enriched Atlantic airmasses, thus suggesting a predominantly anticyclonic summertime circulation pattern, contrasting with the inferred enhanced early-Holocene transport of oceanic airmasses (Hammarlund et al., 2003; Seppä et al., 2005).

It is important that the reconstructed mid-Holocene dry period was not a local phenomenon restricted to central Sweden. Similar patterns have been observed in a number of lake-level reconstructions from northern Europe, reflecting the wide-spread nature of the dry period (Yu and Harrison, 1995). A precise investigation of the hydrological balance of Lake Bysjön in southern Sweden indicates a similar dry period at about 8000 to 4000 cal yr BP (Digerfeldt, 1988; Vassiljev and Harrison, 1998). In northern Fennoscandia, diatom and cladoceran stratigraphies from two lakes show that the climate at about 8000 to 4000 cal yr BP was characterized by a lowering of the lake level by 3–4 m and hence by markedly dry climate (Hyvärinen and Alhonen, 1994). Similar results have been obtained by quantitative lake-level reconstructions in Lapland (Korhola and Rautio, 2002; Korhola et al., 2005). Most lakes providing evidence for major changes of the lake level are small hydrologically closed lakes located in the fluvioglacial terrain, being thus particularly sensitive indicators of regional changes in the groundwater table.

3.3 The quest for the mid-Holocene climatic drivers

Climate simulations provide an important means to evaluate long-term climate trends under changing external forcing and have the potential to reveal the underlying climatological processes. A number of experiments have been carried out for northern Europe with models coupling the dynamics of atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, and vegetation (Masson et al., 1999; Braconnot et al., 2007). In many of these simulations the summer temperature is predominantly driven by the gradually decreasing summer solar insolation (Crucifix et al., 2002; Schmidt et al., 2004; Wohlfarth et al., 2004). A simulation carried out specifically for the last nine millennia in Scandinavia also shows this pattern (Renssen et al., 2005), suggesting that the highest summer temperatures were already reached at 9000–8000 cal yr BP, followed by a gradual cooling towards the present, mainly as a result of declining annual and summer solar radiation trends (Fig. 2c and d). The simulated annual precipitation values demonstrate a relatively steady Holocene pattern, with no evidence for lower value during the mid-Holocene (Renssen et al., 2005).

Hence, the simulated summer temperature trend deviates from the observed pattern in central Scandinavia. The reconstructed summer temperature during the early-Holocene at 10 000 to 8000 cal yr BP was low but steadily rising, in contrast to the highest Holocene values suggested by the models. After 7000 cal yr BP the simulation and reconstruction are more consistent, although the simulation shows a steadier fall of the temperature whereas the reconstructions show a longer period of higher mid-summer temperature and markedly dry climatic conditions. This climatic setting dominated until about 4000 cal yr BP and was then gradually replaced with cooler and moister summer climate (Fig. 2).

It is obvious that the simulations driven by the long-term solar insolation trend do not explain well all the features of the reconstructed palaeoclimates, which indicates that either the solar radiation was not the only forcing factor important.
to the climate, or such factors as atmospheric and oceanic circulation, ice sheet dynamics, and land-surface interactions with the atmosphere, having influences on the Scandinavia climate during the Holocene, were not well represented by the model. Therefore, the deviation between the model simulations and the climate reconstruction may be interpreted as deficiency of this particular model in simulating at least one of these processes.

A potential solution for the question of the mid-Holocene summer warmth and dryness can be obtained by assessing the observed modern synoptic summer weather types that most resemble the reconstructed mid-Holocene summer climate (Seppä and Birks, 2001). Such a comparison suggests an intriguing similarity between the modern Indian summers and the reconstructed mid-Holocene climate in Scandinavia, and an examination of atmospheric circulation dynamics leading to Indian summer weather can provide a circulation analogue for the mid-Holocene period. A typical, strong Indian summer weather was experienced in Scandinavia in 2002. After a rainy and relatively chilly late June, the North Atlantic region was dominated by a large and deep blocking anticyclone which persisted during the entire August 2002 from the mid-latitude North Atlantic up to the British Isles. The temperature rose over 25°C in mid July and stayed over this value for almost two months, until a rapid cooling on September 12. In Sweden several meteorological stations recorded temperatures 4–5°C above the mean value for August and in Finland the highest August mean temperature was recorded at many meteorological stations. At the same time precipitation was extremely low in the eastern part of Sweden, with less than 50% of the seasonal long-term mean. August was the driest in Sweden since 1955. As a consequence of high temperature, high evapotranspiration and low precipitation, lake levels in central Finland fell 10–40 cm below seasonal mean, the ground-water table reaching critically low levels, 30–50 cm below the seasonal mean in some cases (SMHI, 2002; FMI, 2002).

The results of the analysis of the correlation between temperature, precipitation and the atmospheric circulation reflect the dominant role of atmospheric circulation pattern on the summer climate on decadal-scale. Figure 4a shows the distribution of the circulation types and the variations of the anticyclonic group over time in central Sweden. Over the summer period, the cyclonic and anticyclonic types dominate and all other types have a frequency below 10%, which means that the non-cyclonic group is dominated by C types, while the anticyclonic group is mainly controlled by A types. Figure 4b displays the annual frequencies of the anticyclonic group (A types) over 1900–2002 when the daily temperature and precipitations are available in Falun. Clearly there has been a considerable change of the frequency over the 103-year period, which would have a strong impact on the temperature and precipitation. A decadal change of the frequency is evident. It is interesting to note that the non-anticyclonic circulation groups were not always dominating, which shows that the atmospheric circulation is a highly variable factor and has the potential to control regional climate to a large extent.

The annual evolution of the summer temperature and precipitation anomalies for the two circulation groups are shown in Fig. 5. It clearly shows that the differences between the two groups are significant. While the mean temperature and precipitation anomalies over the whole period for the anticyclonic group are +1.1°C (with a standard deviation of 0.9°C) and −69.3% (standard deviation 33.0%), the corresponding means for the non-anticyclonic groups are −0.1°C (standard deviation 0.9°C) and +17.8% (standard deviation 33.4%) respectively.

To quantify the impact the anticyclonic circulation on the summer climate, Fig. 6 shows the mean summer temperature and precipitation anomalies versus the frequency of the anticyclonic group. It is evident that the mean temperature (precipitation) is positively (negatively) correlated with the frequency of the anticyclonic group, which confirms the existence of the warm (cold)/dry (wet) combinations of the summer climate. While the correlations are all statistically
significant at the 99.9% confidence level, the relationship is much stronger for temperature than for precipitation.

Thus, the results of the long-term time-series analysis show that the atmospheric circulation is variable on shorter (annual) to longer (decadal) time-scales in central Scandinavia. It is further clear that the predominant weather type is correlated with the dominant circulation type and that the anti-cyclonic circulation is the one which is associated with highest temperature. It is also correlated with low precipitation, but the correlation with precipitation and the circulation is less clear, possibly due to the local nature of the convective rains. However, warm and dry summers occur together and from the viewpoint of reconstructed climate features, with high summer temperatures in combinations with low lake levels from 7000 to 5000 cal yr BP, this is an important piece in the quest for the mid-Holocene drivers. Obviously, the atmospheric circulation has a crucial role in modulating regional climates and is a strong candidate to explain to reconstructed warm and dry mid-Holocene summer climate in central Scandinavia.

4 Conclusions

Quantitative palaeoclimatology has developed rapidly during the recent years, with more complete understanding of the potentialities and pitfalls associated with the quantitative reconstruction procedures and the proxy techniques (Birks, 1998, 2003; Seppä and Bennett, 2003; Birks and Seppä, 2004; Brooks, 2006). The new techniques make it possible to reconstruct palaeoclimatic patterns in a more detailed and complete way, but the underlying climatic processes and causal relationships can not be understood directly on the basis of reconstructed patterns. One valuable approach for reconstructing the past processes is to analyse the relations between the modern synoptic climatological patterns and processes and use these modern settings as analogues for the past climatic periods (Mock and Brunelle-Daines, 1999; Edwards et al., 2001; Shrinker et al., 2006). This approach of modern analogues was applied in this study to investigate the mid-Holocene climate in central Sweden, a region where the modern climate is highly variable and dependent on the dominant atmospheric circulation mode.

Quantitative reconstructions of summer and annual mean temperatures and lake levels from central Sweden, supported by stable isotopic data, and correlated with other comparable records from Scandinavia, indicate a predominantly warm and dry mid-Holocene climatic regime, deviating distinctly from humid early and late-Holocene climates and from the steadily decreasing summer solar radiation pattern. The large-scale geographical extent of these reconstructed climatic features suggests that they were controlled by changes in atmospheric circulation over Scandinavia. Modern climate analogues can provide means to determine how synoptic-scale controls may have given rise to observed past patterns of temperature and moisture conditions. As the modern analogue to the observed mid-Holocene climate pattern, we have established that anticyclonic synoptic conditions, with the blocking anticyclonic situation associated with the development of the “Indian summers” as an extreme case, favour a warm-dry combination and have had a significant impact on mean summer temperature and precipitation in central Sweden over 1900–2002. In addition, the variations of the frequency of this synoptic situation are large enough to produce significant changes in the climate. These results support the argument that the mid-Holocene summer may have been dominated by anticyclonic synoptic situations over Scandinavia.

The underlying cause for the suggested Holocene variability in the occurrence and intensity of the anticyclonic circulation remains speculative. A possible solar influence on North Atlantic long-term variability, a potential factor for the centennial-scale variability (Jongma et al., 2007), is not a likely explanation for the mid-Holocene anticyclonic conditions, because there is no evidence for millennial-scale solar output anomaly during the mid-Holocene (Vonmoos et al., 2006). It is more probable that the millennial-scale dynamics over Scandinavia are related to the coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice interactions in the North Atlantic. Recent investigations have suggested that the multidecadal temperature signal in the North Atlantic, possibly associated with the changing intensity of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), has had a significant influence on European multidecadal and centennial climate variability by modulating the atmospheric circulation patterns (Sutton and Hodson, 2005, 2007; Rimbu et al., 2007). As suggested by Sutton and Hodson (2007), these results are relevant to interpretation of proxy climate records for earlier times, when larger amplitude changes in the Atlantic Ocean have occurred, especially because they suggest that the past changes in the AMOC and the North Atlantic sea-surface temperatures may have significantly influenced the early- and mid-Holocene atmospheric circulation over the North-European landmass. A further amplification of the oceanic forcing may have been provided by the final disappearance of the Laurentide ice sheet at about 8000–7000 cal yr BP.
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